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Cup printer model DO-7 

 Main Features 
 Seven color-Dry offset 

 UV dryer on mandrel 

 Automatic cup storage with capacity of 1700 to 2500 cups (expandable up to 

6000 cups) 

 Register Adjustment  while machine working  

 Optional Addition: Automatic register adjustment 

 The machine has been tested with the speed of 600 cups per minute for 200cc 

cups 

 Full automatic stacker in output with ability to count and stack cups’ columns  

 Optional Addition: Robotic Box Filling 

 Printable cups dimension 
 Max. rim diameter 180mm 

 Max. print height 120mm 

 Max tapper 15° 
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 Dimension&weight  

 

 Length– 281cm 

 Width  – 280cm 

 Height – 290cm 

 Weight approx. – 3600kg 

 

 

 Structure 

 
 The whole machine is installed on five adjustable stands. None of parts including 

electrical panel, wire, pump, pipe rest on the floor. Do-7 is transportable unified by 

forklift or crane. 

 For transportation and access process it is possible to dispatch DO-7 to three 

different parts. Assembling DO-7 parts together is an easy and quick process. 

 All electrical and air connections are leading from 

the top. This makes it easy to follow hygiene and 

safety regulations. DO-7 surrounding can be 

washed easily and without any damage to DO-7 

or any safety concern. 

 The machine is powered by eight electro motors 

and more than ten pneumatic parts.  

 Each main part works independent from other parts while they are synchronized 

by a PLC. This independence has added special abilities to the machine. 

 Need of lubrication has been reduced, failure and interrupt of the machine have 

been minimized by changing gearboxes, chains and other power transferring 

mechanism with the world’s latest technology like servo motors and electronic 

controls. 

 The operator would have a better control on DO7, while these parts are independent. 

For instance: 

 Operator would not need to engage other parts of DO7 when they want to switch 
to other cup size. In other word, other parts of the machine will be off, and only 
the part needed will be working 

 Printing adjustments will not engage other parts on DO7. 
 Sometimes more ink is needed on the print, so it is possible to make blanket 

taking ink twice and print once by applying a little change on HMI panel.  
 By independence of print horse electromotor, the vibrations caused by index 

running won’t pass on print mechanism.  
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 The electrical panel is designed according to IP43 standard. Also if a condenser 

was requested by customer the electrical panel can be design according to IP67 

standard. (temporary immersion//dust-tight) 

 Control panel is placed in such position where it would be accessible for both 

printing operator and packing operator. 

 The machine control is equipped to a modem so troubleshooting; changing and 
upgrading of the machine software are possible by connecting phone line. 

 DO7 software is very user friendly and is programmed in a way that the operator will 
be able to run the machine in the first instance.  

 

 Cups' Feeding 

Automatic storage bank 

 

 This machine has an automatic 

storing bank for printable cups. The 

capacity of this bank is 1700 to 

6000 cups. Depending on storage 

capacity and also speed of the 

machine it can work between five to 

thirty minutes automatically.  

 All of the stack columns (except 

one) can be easily filled from bottom 

by hand while machine working. As 

soon as a stack column is empty the 

bank automatically replaces the 

other. 

 Two leader heads (Guides) on the 

machine make it possible to work 

with different cup sizes from 50mm 

to 180mm. Fitting these leader 

heads will take maximum two 

minutes. 
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Special considerations applied for 

designing DO-7 cup printer in order to 

assured operation for short cups. 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                               

 

 

 Cups feeding to index 

In DO-7 feeder, 4 separator bolts (screws), 4 

guides and also related air shooters will be 

set with just one setting according to the size 

of the cups. 

Cup size modification of DO-7 can be done by 

adjusting 2 bolts in a few seconds. 
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 Print Unit 

 
 

 

 Each Print Unit which includes 

ink transmitting rollers, all of 

the movement mechanism 

and its setting can be taken 

out of the machine just by 

untightening three screws. 

This feature provides more 

flexibility in replacing the units, 

cleaning or washing, repairing 

on them. In a case all 7 colors 

are not needed, the spare 

units can be taken out and 

stored .These Print Units can 

be sent to the manufacturer if 

any needed for service . 

 By opening three holder screws, all of print unit movements (rollers’ spin, 

oscillator cylinder movements, and fountain system movement) can be stopped 

without separating the unit from the machine. It means that you can easily stop 

three blocks from working when you need to print with four colors.  

 Printing Rollers can be cleaned by sliding the Print Unit out on the guiding 

shafts (without separating from the machine)  

 Print Units’ panel is designed 

sophisticatedly. The operator will be 

able to check the pressure on rollers 

and ink level with a glimpse of eye. 

There are no confusing mass of 

shafts and levers.  

 There is no need to opening and 

closing after each print to clean the 

fountain and operator can separate 

the fountaiink leakage is almost 

impossible. 

 The roller spins only when injen from the print unit by pressing two bouncy 

clamps. 
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 Fountain design is in a way that  

 cting the ink. 

 Fountain is also installed in a way ink leakage will not be possible. 

 An ink mixer embedded inside the fountain. 

 The most accurate ink volume adjustment mechanism with scaled indicator is 

embedded in print units which is able to control 1 in 1000 ink units while keeping 

the consistent ink volume as machine is running. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Each print unit has two sophisticated 

oscillator cylinders.  

 In each oscillator mechanism 10 

different types of rolling and a bilateral 

cam have been utilized. However 

none of mentioned parts are rubbing 

against each other. So there is no 

need for lubrication. 

 

 

 

 Every Print Unit has two rollers to transfer 

ink to the plate simultaneously.  

 Movement is transfered to the plate 

cylinder by anti-backlash gears. 

 Ink blocks’ register adjustment is possible 

while machine working. 

  If ordered by customer, an extra full 

automatic ink adjustment register kit will 

be installed on the machine. This kit will 

automatically adjust all of the inks 

accurately and in the right places. 

 Soon after machine stopped, the Print Horse distances itself from mandrel to 

avoid any blanket damage.  

 A new mechanism is added to undertake final adjustments and accurate blanket 

pressure on the mandrel.   
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 Print Horse Cover 

 

 

 Tens of wet spinning rollers and 

also the plate and wet blanket 

have exposed several square 

meters sticky surface could be 

very vulnerable situation against 

any dust. Any dust on this wet 

surface can affect the print 

quality thousand times.  

 The print horse in this machine 

is totally covered. While the 

cover can be easily opened 

and the whole complex can be 

in the operator access. 

 

 

 If ordered by customer, an air condenser can be installed to blow cool and filtered 

air inside the Print Horse case, while avoiding entering any dust inside the 

machine.  The air condenser decreases the rollers temperature and also 

increases the viscosity of the ink. This will provide higher ink coverage on cups. 

(The cooling mechanism is done in some machines by water. However this 

method is not recommended as it leads water leakage on the ink blocks.)  

 Most operators might experience print machine do not work properly in cold 

winter mornings. So they have to spend even several hours to warm up the 

machine. Low temperature increases the ink viscosity, and as a result the rollers 

adhere to each other. If the motor did not have enough power to spin these 

rollers, the machine will face difficulties in printing. This happens when the 

temperature goes under 5°C.  

 However DO-7 has an automatic thermo heater which keeps the temperature 

above 10°C. This feature consumes the minimum electricity to rectify this problem 

in cold mornings to avoid a very time and cost consuming warm up process. 

 UV Dryer 
 There are three UV lamps inside the projector. According to the length of the cup 

1, 2 or 3 lamps would be turned on. 

 Two fans has been used; one of them to apply cool and filtered air to the lamps 

and the other to lead warm air and ozone gas out of the working area. 

 Lamp projector keeps distance from the mandrels while machine stopped and 

again returns to the appropriate position when DO-7 starts working. 

 The projector frame is designed in a way that lamps are easily accessible to be 

replaced as needed without unscrewing even one screw.  
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 Stacker 

 
 Two holding nails and 

synchronized air shooter 

lead the cups inside the 

stacker from mandrel. 

 Two holding nails and 

synchronized air shooter 

stack the counted stacks of 

cups. 

 A holder moves behind the 

cups stacks and prevent the 

cup stacks falling apart 

while counted stacks moving. 

 

 This stacker is a complete machine as it counts and stacks any size of cups 

(especially short cups) and leads them on the output tray; or leads the counted 

stacks to the robotic arm as sorted. 

 

 Robotic box filling 
 

 DO-7 Box Filling Robot 

is designed to perform 

specialized packaging of 

cups. 

 Programming is simplified 

with only two liberation axis.  

 This machine automatically 

replaces filled boxes with 

empty boxes. 

 This machine has been 

designed in a way that the 

plastic bags inside the boxes 

would not cause a problem in 

the Box Filling process. 

 This machine totally has been 

designed and produced by 

Azar Sayan Machine Co in 

order to regard maximum 

automation in this field of 

work to the customer. 

 This component (Robo Pack) will be install on the print machine if the 

customer orders. 


